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Greetings from the Southwest!
50 Years is a long time. We may not even be aware of the magnitude of such an extended period 
of the ticking clock, until we look back at all the people, places, and events that have taken place.

It is right and fitting that we recognize our Founding Father:

When Father Dunstan Schmidlin founded the Southwest Indian Foundation back in 1968, he felt 
a sense of urgency. With a true Franciscan's love for the land and the harmony of creation, he 
was deeply moved and troubled by the plight of his Native brothers and sisters.

Where once these noble Americans had lived close to the earth, they now seemed displaced in 
their own land, and disillusioned with their own dreams. In the relentless march of progress, they 
had somehow been left behind. They were the first, and forgotten Americans.

But what could one man do? The problems facing our People often seem overwhelming. 
According to the most recent US census, 54% of Navajo persons live below the poverty level. 
The numbers for the unemployed are close to the same. The challenges are/were daunting.

On the map, the Native homeland look enormous. And in fact, the Navajo Reservation is actually 
larger than the state of West Virginia. But sadly, it shares few of the state's rich natural resources. 
In 1883, one government agent declared it to be, "10,000 square miles of the most worthless 
country that was ever laid outdoors."

So Fr. Dunstan clung to his vision and quietly went to work. Shunning government support, he 
reached out to the most vulnerable, meeting their needs one on one. But always with the idea of 
helping those by lifting them up, to help themselves. His burning vision was that the forgotten 
Americans would once again stand tall.

Dewdrops and pollens may I enjoy; 
With these may it be beautiful in front of me. 
With these may it be beautiful behind me… 
All is beautiful again, All is restored in beauty.

This prayer chant express the longing of the 
Native People that the harmony of their lives 
be fully restored. For over a half a century now, 
the Southwest Indian Foundation has been 
working to help reach this goal. Fr. Dunstan 
exemplify's what good can be accomplished 
by hard work and perseverance.

This summer we hope to commemorate this 
50 year milestone by having some special 
events, games, fitness and wellness activities. 
In beauty may I walk. We also hope you will 
join us in celebrating what work we have 
accomplished together. Without you, it would 
never have been possible. Please help us 
continue.

May God Bless You Always,

Deacon Sherman Manuelito

Front cover photo by Frank Lee Ruggles. See page XX for his book  
Chasing Light: An Exploration of the American Landscape.

Location of the Navajo, Hopi and Zuni reservation in the  
American Southwest.
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F  #7643  $32
G  #7644  $32
H  #7645  $32   
J  #7647  $96    
K  #7648  $129     
I  #7646  $62
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NAVAJO RUG POTS
These strikingly designed colourful 
kaleidoscope pots are stunning. The etched 
patterns and vibrant colors rival the most 
beautiful Navajo Rug. Enjoy the beautiful 
tradition of Southwestern pottery in your home. 

 800-504-2723 
SOUTHWESTINDIAN.COM 

SHOP NOW
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B  ESSENTIAL OILS BATH SALTS GIFT PACK 
Our Bath Salt Apothecary Set from the lavender fields of New Mexico allows 
you to mix and match essential oil infused sea salt for a therapeutic soak. 
Choose from lavender, lemon, peppermint or eucalyptus and customize the 
curative and calming properties of these natural oils to your desire. Try a few 
tablespoons of a relaxing lavender-lemon blend, or maybe lemon-peppermint 
for a reinvigorating bath. Eucalyptus and peppermint are both wonderful for 
decongestion and both have anti-inflammatory benefits. Each bottle is lovingly 
sealed with a wax stamp and carefully packed in a gift box. 
#4016 (Set of 4 / 2 oz. Bottles) $39

A  LAVENDAR & LEMONGRASS GOAT MILK SOAP 
All natural lavender and lemongrass infused goat milk bar soap leaves the 
skin smooth and hydrated. Gently scrub and exfoliate for revitalized skin 
#4017   $11

A

B

HEAL, 
REJUVENATE
& RELAX
WITH ALL-NATURAL  
CREATIONS FROM THE  
HEART OF THE SOUTWEST.
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A  ZUNI LIZARD VASE 
Zuni Lizard Vase with pouring handle. Very traditional 
vase embracing the way of life still lived and celebrated 
in the Zuni Pueblo. Three dimensional Lizard comes to 
life in this sculptured pitcher. 
#5651   $89

A  

B  

C 

B  ZUNI CORNMEAL BOWL 
Beautiful Zuni Cornmeal Bowl, with Mr. Lizard taking in 
the Desert Sun. Beautifully designed, inside and out. 
#5652   $129

HEAL, 
REJUVENATE
& RELAX
WITH ALL-NATURAL  
CREATIONS FROM THE  
HEART OF THE SOUTWEST.

C  PIPER POCKET TANGERINE TUNIC 
A refreshing burst of tangerine adds both color and 
spunk to your spring wardrobe! This washed cotton 
tunic with crochet trim and eyelet-inspired hem is a 
classic beauty. The scooped neckline with notched-V 
detailing gives the tunic a trendy look, while the 
hidden piper pockets lend one more design detail 
that adds function to fashion. (100% Cotton)  
#8328 (S, M, L, XL, 1X, 2X, 3X) $67   

 800-504-2723 
SOUTHWESTINDIAN.COM 

SHOP NOW
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 A  RING DISH 
Three footed ring dish with deep hues and 
stylized design. Hand coiled, formed, and 
painted from New Mexico Clay. 
#5644  $29

B  DISH TRAY 
Stunningly shaped and painted. 
#5654   $56

C  ZUNI SMALL POT  
#5656   $32

D  THE LITTLE DRUMMER BOY MINI SUN POT  
#5657   $20

The Healing Hands studio outside of Gallup is a work therapy program that is connected 
to a treatment facility and homeless shelter. The Southwest Indian Foundation has been a 
long supporter of this “self help” home that literally saves lives.

A master potter works closely with those in the recovering community to draw out innate 
creative skills. Through this school of healing, the resident both salves the wounds of being 
homeless and a life of hardship, but learns valuable skills to create beautiful works of art. 
These pieces are not ceramic, but hand coiled from the clay of the New Mexico earth.

Buying a piece from Healing Hands 
lets you participate as a physician 
and provide hope for a good and 
productive future. A

B

C
D

$20 OFF + 
FREE SHIPPING  

Purchase of 
$150 or more
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B  ZUNI POT  
Wonderfully designed checkered Oval Zuni pot.  
Hand coiled with New Mexico clay. 
#5658  $42

  
A  Plush and stylish, these unisex robe are incredibly plush 

and extra soft. Made from 100% recycled microfiber, they’re 
not only the last word in comfort — they’re also 100% Earth-
Friendly! Available in Two Sizes: S/M or L/XL. 
#8344  Chimayo Robe (Blue)  $59  
#8345  Sierra Robe (Red)  $59

 A  

 B

C  HURON CRAFTED MOCCASINS  
For generations, the Huron Indians of Quebec, Canada have been handcrafting 
their traditional footwear - fine Moosehide Moccasins. These genuine Leather 
Moccasins are hand-laced and (in the case of the Ladies and Childrens) hand-
beaded, and feature a cushioned sole. Nothing can beat the comfort of real 
Leather Moccasins! (Note please allow 2 to 3 weeks for delivery.)  
#7268 (Mens Moccasins, Specify Size 8, 9, 10, 11 or 12) $109 
#7267 (Ladies Beaded Moccasins, (Specify Size 5, 6, 7, 8, 9 or 10) $109 
#7198  (Specify Infant Size 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 or Child Size 7, 8, 9 or 10) $45

 800-504-2723 
SOUTHWESTINDIAN.COM 

SHOP NOW

C
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A  BOOT BRACELET AND CHOKER 
Get your kickers going with this 2-for-1 boot 
bracelet and choker necklace. Whether it is 
worn on the ankle and are neck ware, it will 
certainly be a conversation piece. Turquoise 
stones with leather strap. 
#3317  $82

A 

B 

C 

B   THE FOUNDERS SHIRT 
Above the iconic image of Mt. Rushmore, 
hover four earlier “founding fathers”: Chief 
Joseph, Sitting Bull, Geronimo, and Red Cloud. 
Comfortable fit, dyed with organic dyes.  
(100% Cotton) (M, L, XL, XXL or XXXL) 
#10190 Long Sleeve T-Shirt $32 
#10191 Short Sleeve T-Shirt $24 

C    SOUTHWESTERN DRY SKIN THERAPY  
Instant relief. A timeless formula of 
beeswax, vitamin E and oils of Almond, 
olive, and grape seed infused with sap  
from out native Pinon salve. Experience  
Dry Skin Therapy — an absolute  
must for dry skin. 
#4006  2 oz.  $18 

 800-504-2723 
SOUTHWESTINDIAN.COM 

SHOP NOW
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A  LEATHER BUFFALO NICKEL 
BRACELETS 
High quality leather bracelet with  
five Indian Head Buffalo nickels.  
Snap closure. Choose size 
Medium  
(8.5") or Large (9.5").  
Available in three leather colors. 
#3318 Black Leather $48 
#3319 Tan Leather $48 
#3320 Merlot Leather $48

A

C

C  BLACK ELK, LAKOTA VISIONARY 
This work by Harry Oldmeadow stands out in dazzling clarity in 
painting an accurate image of Black Elk (1863-1950), the Lakota holy 
man, this truly great holy man and leader, Black Elk, Lakota Visionary 
will command the attention of every reader who is interested in the 
American Indian, providing insights into their ancestral traditions 
prior to the reservation era, the subsequent destruction and revival 
of their traditional ways, and the lessons which the contemporary 
world could draw from their legacy. Extremely well written, it is a 
work that should be on every book shelf.  
#XXXX (256 pp.) $20 

B  GRIZZLY GROWL SHIRT 
So realistic, you’ll find folks taking a step back!  
(100% Cotton) (M, L, XL, 2X, 3X) 
#10225 Long Sleeve T-Shirt $32 
#10226 Short Sleeve T-Shirt $24 
#10227 Children's Short Sleeve (S, M, L, XL) $18 
ALSO AVAILABLE AS A SWEATSHIRT HOODIE! 
#10344 (S, M, L, XL, 2X) $48 A

SHORT SLEEVE

B

$20 OFF + 
FREE SHIPPING  

Purchase of 
$150 or more
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Elegantly modern, a truly 
stunning color combination 
of two different kinds of 
polished Turquoise  
with deep blue Lapis  
inlaid in Silver.

MIDNIGHT BLUE  COLLECTION

A  Drop Loop Earrings 
#3317  $82

B  Large Oval Teardrop Earrings 
#1160   $126 

C  Large Round Disk Earrings in  
Silver Casing   
#1160  $126

A

B

C

I

D  Elegant tapered Bracelet  
#3317  $262

E  Wide rugged Inlay Bracelet 
#1160   $472 

F  Link silver, Lapis, and Turquoise Bracelet 
#1160  $412

G  Triangle Earrings 
#11162   $72

H  Triangle Pendant  
#12151  $49

I  WHITE LIONS LOVE SHIRT 
Two majestic white lions in love are 
beautifully shown on this t-shirt. 
Custom-dyed and made of soft, 100% 
Cotton. (M, L, XL, 2X, 3X) 
#10451 Long Sleeve T-Shirt  $32 
#10452   Short Sleeve T-Shirt $24 

$20 OFF + 
FREE SHIPPING  

Purchase of 
$150 or more
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MIDNIGHT BLUE  COLLECTION

D

E

F

G
H

D  Elegant tapered Bracelet  
#3317  $262

E  Wide rugged Inlay Bracelet 
#1160   $472 

F  Link silver, Lapis, and Turquoise Bracelet 
#1160  $412

G  Triangle Earrings 
#11162   $72

H  Triangle Pendant  
#12151  $49

I  MIGHTY COLORADO RIVER BOOK 
Here is your chance to take a trip down one of the worlds great 
rivers from its first trickle to its broad delta. Remarkable photographs 
show the West’s natural wonders, tracing the Colorado River and its 
major tributary, the Green River, from beginning to end. The rivers 
flow through many habitats from treeless tundra to coastal desert, 
encompassing millions of years of geological history. On their way to 
the sea, the Colorado and the Green bend through more than a dozen 
national parks, monuments, wildlife refuges, and recreation areas, 
and nourish wildlife from majestic moose to fifty-pound trout to tiny 
lizards. Enjoy descriptions of river communities and some of the best 
fishing holes and recreation areas along the way, as well as facts about 
glaciers, dinosaurs, miners, and mountain men. Ride along (staying dry 
all the way) through the vast Colorado River Basin, which covers more 
land area than Spain and Portugal combined, and of course through 
the unforgettable colors and vistas of the grandest canyon on earth. 
#6953 (Softcover, 100 pp. Large Format) $20

I
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A  THREE PRONGED POCKET KNIFE 
#5961  $229

B  PENDANT CROSS 
#12149   $99

C  OVAL PENDANT  
#12150  $129

MIDNIGHT BLUE COLLECTION
Polished Turquoise with deep blue Lapis  
inlaid in Silver. More from the Midnight  
Blue Collection on page XX.

F  RASPBERRY KNEE SOCKS 
These multi-colored knee socks of blues and 
purples are unmatched both in design and 
quality! Warm and colorful and eco-friendly: 
these unique socks are knit entirely from 
recycled yarn right here in America!  
(Women’s Small: 6-8, Med: 8-10, Large: 10-12) 
#8549  $27

D  DENIM SWIRL VEST 
Casually elegant blue denim vest with blue swirl 
embroidery on front with contrasting blue corduroy 
on the sides. Six decorative buttons and two front 
pockets. The perfect complement to any outfit! 
#8388  (S, M, L, XL, 1X, 2X, 3X)  $99

E   JADE BELL SLEEVE TUNIC 
The unique patchwork is balanced with solid panels 
on the sides for a slimming effect. 
(96% Rayon/4% Spandex) 
#8407 (S-M-L-XL-2X-3X) $67

 800-504-2723 
SOUTHWESTINDIAN.COM 

SHOP NOW

A

B

C

E

F

E
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Exquisite turquoise inlay knives… made with rare  
#8 Turquoise. Meticulously constructed.

KINGMAN TURQUOISE  
INLAY KNIVES

A  Large Buck Knife  with handsome black belt  
loop case (Shown on right). 
#5962  $599

B  Medium Buck Knife  
#5963   $449

C  Pocket Knife  
#5960  $229

A

B

C

 800-504-2723 
SOUTHWESTINDIAN.COM 

SHOP NOW
$20 OFF + 

FREE SHIPPING  
Purchase of 

$150 or more
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A  TURQUOISE AND CROSS NECKLACE 
Dazzling Turquoise and Spiny Oyster Ball Cross Necklace.  
Lovely and elegant Ball  turquoise and chuck pieces  
beautifully set and arranged  in sterling silver. 
#12148  $119

B

A

B  SICILY ASYMMETRICAL TUNIC 
Cool blue tones define this lovely combination of 
fashion-forward geometric and floral patterns. The 
asymmetrical hem brings visual interest and great 
coverage. Wonderfully versatile dress it up with slacks 
or dress it down with leggings or jeans.  
(96% Rayon/ 4% Spandex)  
#8402 (S-M-L-XL-2X-3X) $67

B
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A  BLUE NUGGET TURQUOISE 
BRACELET 
Wide stretch Blue Nugget  
bracelet is adorned with hundreds  
of turquoise nuggets in beautiful  
blue/green shades.    
#3321  $52

B  FEATHER & TURQUOISE  
NUGGET EARRINGS 
Navajo style silver hand stamped 
feather and turquoise nugget  
dangle earrings. A great pair  
of earrings! 
#11158  $64

C  CHELSEA TURQUOISE TOP 
This Chelsea Turquoise Top 
featuring random circular cutouts 
and elegant decorative buttons will 
make a wonderful addition to your 
wardrobe! A classic fit with modern 
detailing, 3⁄4 sleeves, and  
a Mandarin collar. (100% Cotton) 
#8327 (S, M, L, XL, 1X, 2X, 3X) $67

D  WATER LILY KNEE SOCKS 
These incredible knee socks are 
unmatched both in design and 
quality! Warm and colorful and 
eco-friendly: these unique socks 
are knit entirely from recycled yarn 
right here in America! (Women’s 
Small: 6-8, Med: 8-10, Large: 10-12) 
#8554  $27

B
B

A

B

C

D
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A  THREE CONCHO TURQ BRACELET 
One-of-a-kind double strand three concho bracele 
withTurquoise with Coral rondelles. Sterling Silver 
beads and clasp. A marvelous statement piece.  
#3322  $118

B   MARJORIE ROSE SHIRT 
Textured cotton/rayon shirt with beautiful embroidered 
detailing provides subtle variations in the color for a richly 
intriguing look. The shirt can double as a jacket making it 
versatile and fashionable. Pair with your favorite pants or 
jeans! (69% Rayon/30% Cotton/1% Spandex) 
#8379 (S-M-L-XL-2X-3X) $72

C  ATLAS OF NORTH AMERICAN INDIAN 
Combining clear, informative text with a wealth of maps and 
illustrations, this unique and best-selling resource on the North 
American Indian offers the most comprehensive coverage available 
in a single volume. History, culture, languages, and lifeways of Native 
American groups across the United States, Canada, Central America, 
the Caribbean, and Mexico are covered. This long-awaited revision 
has an appealing new design and incorporates the many political and 
cultural developments in Indian affairs and the latest archaeological 
research findings on prehistoric peoples. 
#5235 (Softcover, 400 pp.)  $33 

A

B
C
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C    SANTE FE NIGHTS REVERSIBLE JACKET 
Two classic Jackets in one! The reversible cuff-link style button 
and stand up collar of this timeless style add sophistication that 
can be dressed up or down. The slight curves and length of this 
jacket provide an always flattering and comfortable fit. Travel 
friendly, the Santa Fe Nights Jacket doesnt wrinkle and provides 
two outfits in one as it can be reversed for a completely different 
look. Proudly made in America! (36% Rayon, 33% Polyester,  
31% Polypropylene).  
#8373 (S-M-L-XL-2X-3X) $129

A  ZUNI STYLE PLATE 
Hand formed and painted plate in the  
Zuni Style. From the Helping Hands  
Studio (See page XX). 
#5655 Large Plate $42  
#5655s Salad Plate $20

A

B

C

 800-504-2723 
SOUTHWESTINDIAN.COM 

SHOP NOW

B  SOUTHWEST MADONNA 
Adorned in the colors 
and designs of the Indian 
Southwest, this graceful  
and stately ceramic Madonna 
is entirely Navajo-crafted and  
hand-painted.  
#4589  (8.5” Tall)  $39
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A B C

A  ZUNI WARRIOR “SIPIKNE” 
This particular Zuni kachina is often danced by Hopis.  
He functions as a guard to keep people back from certain  
other kachinas. 
#3900  $26

B  “WHIPPER’S” UNCLE  
He appears as a guard during the Bean Dance Parade.  
#3901   $26

C  “LONG HAIR” KACHINA 
His purpose is to bring rain, appearing in a group singing  
a melodious song.  
#3902   $26

D  “HAIR HUNGRY” KACHINA 
He challenges onlookers to a race, typically young men.  
Upon overtaking the challenger he will cut off a lock of hair. 
#3903  $26

E  “WHITE CHIN” KACHINA 
The term “White Chin” seems to be derived from the white 
clay used to coat kachina dolls before they are painted. This is 
an older kachina and may have been seen to bring rain. 
#3904   $26

F  THE “RATTLE” KACHINA 
This kachina is commonly seen in the mixed kachina dance.  
One function of this dancer is to represent the rattle. 
#3905   $26

G  “CHASING STAR” KACHINA 
This is a very simplistic version of the more elaborate  
dancer. He appears in the Bean Dance. His particular function  
is unknown. 
#3906   $26

H  “SQUIRREL” KACHINA 
During the winter this kachina is seen in the kiva dances.  
He challenges the women to take from him whatever they  
think  is worth having. 
#3907   $26

I   DOLL ORNAMENT 
Hand made doll ornament. 
#3908   $26   

Kachina dolls are becoming some of the most treasured collectible items made by Native 
American Indian artisans. Hand carved, decorated and painted in bright, vibrant colors — no 
two are alike in form, feathers or clothing. Perfect to keep you company when sitting at your 
desk or as a unique sculpture to display on your shelf. All are aproximately 4½" in height.

$26 ea.

NAVAJO CARVED MINIATURE KACHINAS
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NAVAJO CARVED MINIATURE KACHINAS
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             RARE TURQUOISE NUMBER 8 — WHILE IT LASTS!
Turquoise has become increasingly rare. Supplies of rare gem stone quality 

veins of Turquoise have been mined for years, and consequently  
the overall worldwide supply has been greatly diminished. 

(See Former Mines Map, and the History of Turquoise on Page XX ).  

We are fortunate and blessed at the Southwest Indian Foundation to have 
found a good volume source for these Number 8 Turquoise pieces  
(pictured on these pages) with beautiful matrix colors and blends.

A B

C

$20 OFF + 
FREE SHIPPING  

Purchase of 
$150 or more
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A  #11163 Round Disk Earrings, 11/4"  $139 
B  #12152 Round Disk Pendant, 11/8"  $79 
C  #3326  Bracelet, 6" Dia. $24 
D  #12153 Round Disk Pendant, 11/8"  $72 
E  #12154 Oval Pendant, 11/8"  $129 
F  #11165 Oval Earrings, 11/4"  $139 
G #11164 Oval Earrings, 11/2"  $149 
 

 Former Mines Map and the  
History of Turquoise  

on Page XX

D E

F

G
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#8410

#8411

Exclusive Quality Clothing from from our Brother 
and Sister Native families in the mountains of Peru. 
We are proud to present Peruvian Alpaca, known for its 
extreme high quality. Alpaca is the Cashmere of the Western 
Hemisphere. Such an incredible material. Smooth, refined 
luxury fabric that will make you feel and look like a million. 
So durable, it will last a lifetime. You have to see and feel it to 
experience the quality.

8411- RED CAPE
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#8413 #8420#8411

#8418 #8412
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100% PRE SHRUNK COTTON with beautiful embroidery 
from the indigenous peoples of Peru. The quality of 
Peruvian Cotton is like no other, known for its exceptional 
luster and softness – seeing and feeling is believing. These 
cotton lines are so silky comfortable, fit really well, and are 
exceptionally durable. Most importantly, they are made with 
great love by the Native people from the mountains of Peru. 

Our latest style is one of our most feminine looks, with 
embroidery inside and outside the cuff.

8416-FROST BLUE JKT'''
8415- BLACK JKT NOT PICTURE

8416-FROST BLUE JKT ,      8415- 
BLACK JKT NOT PICTURE
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C  LARGE JEWELRY BOX 
Large jewelry/trinket box with Turquoise Rose. Strong finished 
silver casing with sculpted design and colored stones. 
#5965  $132

D  SMALL JEWELRY BOX 
Small jewelry/trinket box with Sponge Coral Rose. Strong 
finished silver casing with sculpted design and blue stones. 
#5964  $124

D

E

A   SIMONE POCKET TOP  
Our nautical inspired striped tee is a must-have for spring! 
The pockets are fashionable and functional. The Henley 
placket is adorned with red buttons for a pop of color. The 
3/4 length sleeves are great for transitioning into warmer 
weather. (50% Cotton 45% Rayon 5% Spandex) 
#8405 (S-M-L-XL-2X-3X) $59

B

B

B  AMERICAN BUFFALO: SPIRIT OF A NATION DVD 
On May 9, 2016, the bison was named The National 
Mammal of the United States of America. The American 
bison once roamed the prairies in vast herds and 
holds a unique place in American history, especially 
in relationship to America’s Indian Tribes. Now, from 
the award-winning show Nature comes this fascinating 
documentary focusing on this majestic beast and the 
struggle to rebuild and protect its population. Beautifully 
filmed, brimming with facts and historical context. 
#6943  (55 Minutes)  $20

 800-504-2723 
SOUTHWESTINDIAN.COM 

SHOP NOW
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 LAVENDER TEAS 
Sit down and have a cup of tea (actually 
the volume is about  
one cup of leaves which is good for many 
pots!). These soothing,  
aromatic, and therapeutic brews will have 
you looking for more.  
The sweet, floral fragrance of Lavender 
invokes relaxation.   
EARL GREY LAVENDER TEA  
Lavender combined with the classic 
blend of Earl Grey black tea is sure to 
become a favorite.   
#4012   $13  
CHAMOMILE LAVENDER TEA  
The heavenly scent of this tea will soothe 
and calm your mind, body and spirit.   
#4013  $13  
SET OF 2   
EARL GREY & CHAMOMILE 
LAVENDER TEAS 
#4015  $24 

$20 OFF + 
FREE SHIPPING  

Purchase of 
$150 or more

A  ZIA DUCK 
Unlimited beauty made from Picasso 
Marble, turquoise and coral.     
#5220  $69 

B   PRAYER FAN VASE 
Beautifully hand etched and painted 
Navajo prayer vase.  Lovely for any 
room in your house. 
#5622   $35

A 

B 

 800-504-2723 
SOUTHWESTINDIAN.COM 

SHOP NOW
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A  WOLF TRIAD SHIRT 
Shown on the front of this shirt is a trio  
of wolves under the light of the moon.  
A fine crew neck cotton tee for any guy  
or gal with a wolf’s soul. 
(100% Cotton) (M, L, XL, 2X, 3X) 
#10443 Long Sleeve T-Shirt  $32 
#10444  Short Sleeve T-Shirt $24 

A

C

TAP INTO THE WOLF IN YOU  
Loyal, self confidant and hardworking,  
Native American tribes recognize the wolf  
for its devotion to family. The wolf has  
excellent cooperative hunting skills and  
was is to defend its home against  
outsiders, a task with which each tribe  
had to contend with.

B   WOLF SIBLINGS SHIRT 
A masterpiece printed with soft, non-toxic  
water-based Inks for your favorite wolf fan. 
(100% Cotton) (M, L, XL, 2X, 3X) 
#10447 Long Sleeve T-Shirt  $32 
#10448  Short Sleeve T-Shirt $24 

C   YIN YANG WOLVES SHIRT 
Get in touch with the furry side of your Yin and 
Yang and attain a howling sense of wholeness! 
Hand-dyed with eco-friendly organic inks.  
(100% Cotton)  (M, L, XL, 2X, 3X) 
#10325 Long Sleeve T-Shirt $32 
#10326 Short Sleeve T-Shirt $24 

LEARN MORE: See page XX for 
The Wolf Almanac: A Celebration  

of Wolves and their World  
By Robert H. Busch.  
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A  CHASING LIGHT: AN EXPLORATION  
OF THE AMERICAN LANDSCAPE  
Chasing Light is a testament to the beauty and 
wonder of our national parks. It is also the story of 
photographer Frank Lee Ruggles. Frank has traveled 
to all 50 states, hiked over 15,000 miles, venturing 
off the grid, disappearing into pristine wilderness 
for days at a time, capturing the unseen wonder of 
America with nothing but 42 lbs. of camera gear on 
his back. Frank’s award winning photographic works 
can be seen in galleries and public buildings across 
the country and now in this 250 page collection of 
his life’s work: Chasing Light: An Exploration of the 
American Landscape. Join Frank on his adventures as 
he chases light until the sun goes down! 
# 6956 (Hardtcover, 220 pages)  $49

 B  THE PROUD CARDINAL  
The red cardinal has long been held as a 
notable spiritual messenger that a loved one 
is near. This lovely creature is brightly painted 
and hand-carved artist William Cabrera. 
#5646    $29

C  EAGLE FEATHER THROW BLANKET 
Soft to the touch and providing a warm, 
welcoming embrace, this huge Eagle Feather 
Throw Blanket will make a beautiful addition 
to your lodge, retreat, office or home! Inspired 
by traditional Native American patterns, this 
gorgeous Throw Blanket is proudly woven in 
America! Please Note: These items cannot be 
shipped to a PO Box. 
#2887 (54" Wide x 70" Long) $72  
EAGLE FEATHER PILLOW  
Matching Eagle Feather Pillow. 
#2890 (10" Wide x 17" Long) $45   
EAGLE FEATHER THROW  BLANKET  
& TWO PILLOW SET 
#9598  $149  

B

C

A

 800-504-2723 
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SHOP NOW
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B   LOS ALAMOS ROBE 
Plush unisex robe is  incredibly plush, extra soft. 
Made from 100% recycled microfiber, they’re  
not only the last word in comfort — they’re also  
100% Earth-Friendly! 
#8264  (Available in Two Sizes: S/M or L/XL)  $64

B 

A  MEN'S BIFOLD WALLET 
100% genuine full grain leather. Hand-stained and 
hand-tooled. Interior contains six card slots and a 
compartment for your bills. 
#7591  (Tan Leather)  $89 
#7592  (Red Leather)  $89

C   AMERICAS WILD HORSES:  
VTHE HISTORY OF THE WESTERN MUSTANG 
There is no creature that quite embodies the beauty and grandeur of 
the American West like the wild horse. For thousands of years, the horse 
has roamed the plains and valleys of the American continent, free of the 
encumbrances of man or the saddle. In Americas Wild Horses, award-
winning photographer and lifelong horse lover Steven Price celebrates 
the timeless magnificence of the American mustang. Meticulously 
researched, Price offers a cultural history of the American wild horse 
that is unparalleled in its exquisite detail and poignant prose. Featuring 
dozens of stunning photographs by the author, and interspersed with 
firsthand interviews with some of the most renowned horse experts today, 
Americas Wild Horses is a required read for all equine lovers. 
#6954 (Hardcover, 134 pp.) $20

C $20 OFF + 
FREE SHIPPING  

Purchase of 
$150 or more
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B  STYLE AND SPICE COOKBOOK 
The American Southwest is synonymous with robust flavor and 
bright colors. Now you can bring the fiesta to your own casa! For 
the very first time in one single-volume cookbook, all aspects 
of southwest cooking have been gathered. Chef Larry Edwards 
presents an impressive assortment of recipes from salsas 
and barbecue sauces to enchiladas and ribs. Make your own 
condiments, recreate famous cocktails, and prepare regional 
entrees, salads, sides, and desserts. With over two hundred 
recipes, divided into four sectionsthe Southwest Pantry, Southwest 
Cantina, Southwest Kitchen, and Southwest Oventheres a dish for 
every occasion. No doubt, author and chef Edwards knows his 
Southwestern foodstuffs . . . . He emphasizes recipes that are easy 
to emulate. . . . Novices and just plain Southwestern foodie fans 
will appreciate the ease of completion.  
#6957 (Hardcover, 322 pp.) $25

A  SOUTHWEST SALSA PAK 
Treat your tastebuds to this dynamic set of five Southwest 
Salsas, including Sedona Red Salsa, Sedona Red Hot Salsa, 
Paradise Pineapple Salsa, Rio Verde Tomatillo Salsa,  
and Bisbee Barbecue Sauce - all in a handsome gift  
box! Only all natural ingredients are used – no  
preservatives. Makes the perfect gift!  
#8729 (Five 12 oz. Bottles) $36 
All food items are non returnable.

B 

C  DOGS SPEAK SHIRT 
Dogs Speak T-Shirt says what Fido 
lovers around the world know: Dogs 
may not speak the same language we 
do, but we always know exactly what 
the other is saying. Artist Dean Russo is 
famous for his bold, abstract portraits of 
cats and dogs, and his commitment to 
animal rescue and pet adoption. Show 
your support with this Dogs Speak 
Shirt! (M, L, XL, 2X, 3X) 
#10439 Long Sleeve T-Shirt  $32 
#10440   Short Sleeve T-Shirt $24 

A

B

C

$20 OFF + 
FREE SHIPPING  

Purchase of 
$150 or more
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A   THREE-PIECE BLACK & GOLD ENSEMBLE  
Features a solid Chartreuse 2-way front Tank Top 
with side slits, giving you the option to wear it 
as a square neck or round neck, coupled with 
solid Black Straight Pants with a fully elasticized 
waistline. To complete the ensemble is a long 
sleeve open Jacket with side slits featuring a 
Black/Ivory border design with jewel tones and a 
gold foil finish. Wrinkle free, wash ’n wear for the 
woman on the go! (90% acetate, 10% spandex) 
Machine washable. 
#8208 
(XS/S:4-8, S/M:8-12, L/XL:14-18, 2X/3X: 20-24)  
$139

B    MOHAVE CANYON LARGE ZIP TOP LADIES' TOTE 
Made from beautiful patinas of hand-rubbed genuine leather, 
the Mohave Canyon tote is the essence of simple sophistication. 
This elegant and uncomplicated collection is accented with lacing 
details and a touch of fringe. An exclusive pawn-style inspired 
silver concho with turquoise stones completes the look. Each 
handbag features a back pocket, cotton lining, an interior zip 
pocket, interior accessory pouches, and also includes a protective 
storage bag. Shoulder strap has 11" drop. 13.5" x 12.5" x 4". 
#7603   $XXX

C      MOHAVE CANYON LADIES' TRI-FOLD WALLET  
Matching Mohave Canyon tri-fold wallet includes a back zipper 
coin pocket, and the full leather interior includes 12 credit card 
spaces, one clear ID space, multiple currency pockets,  
and a checkbook flap. 7.5" x 4". 
#7604   $XXX

 800-504-2723 
SOUTHWESTINDIAN.COM 

SHOP NOW
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GET YOUR KICKS
ADD THESE  

NEW MEXICO &  
ARIZONA KICKS ON  
ROUTE 66 BOOKS  
TO YOUR SUMMER  

READING  LIST.

NEW MEXICO KICKS ON ROUTE 66  
Route 66, affectionately called The Mother Road, opened 
in 1926 and was decommissioned in 1984, and played a 
prominent role in the transformation of the Nation. Now an 
international legend through popular culture and the arts, Route 
66 has become the road trip of a lifetime. New Mexico Kicks on 
Route 66 takes you on a tour through all the fascinating places 
along the New Mexico stretch, steeped in the rich and diverse 
history of the Land of Enchantment. Author Martin Link guides 
you through time across the land populated by mammoth 
hunters, Pueblo farmers, traders, Spanish conquistadors, army 
cavalrymen, caravans of settlers, railroaders, and the scientists 
who created the atom bomb. Through Larry Lindahl's amazing 
images, you'll encounter museums full of classic cars, the Inter-
Tribal Indian Ceremonial, a hot air balloon fiesta, and all the glitz 
and glamour of the Route 66 era in hotels, diners, and more. 
From the indigenous people who first developed the area, to 
the folks who envisioned and created Americas Highway, and to 
all the colorful personalities in between and since, this is a New 
Mexico historical guidebook like no other! 
#6951 (Softcover, 96 pages) $13 

SET OF BOTH NEW MEXICO & ARIZONA  
KICKS ON ROUTE 66 BOOKS 

#9619 (Set of 2) $24

CLASSIC ROUTE 66 MUG 
Capture a piece of history with this Classic Route 66 Mug! Each 
diner-style mug is made the old-fashioned way, hand-thrown and 
hand-shaped on a potters wheel by one of the most successful 
family-operated businesses in America. This exclusive mug is 
available only from the Southwest Indian Foundation!  
#8462  (Each)  $26 
#9631 (Set of 2) $48 
#9632 (Set of 4) $94 
 

SWIF  
EXCLUSIVE 

 ARIZONA KICKS ON ROUTE 66  
Arizona is home to the longest intact portion of Route 66, 
stretching 158 miles from west of Ash Fork to the California 
border. In words and pictures, Roger Naylor and Larry 
Lindahl explore the history and nostalgia surrounding the 
Mother Road, and the great swaths of Arizona that it passes 
through. They describe a wealth of spectacular and easy 
side trips that surround the highway. The first thing that you 
notice is the photography. The collection of images alone is 
worth the price of the book. But dont skip the words. Naylor 
weaves a tapestry of descriptions and personal stories that 
is both engaging and humorous. Where else would you 
read a sidebar on the badlands of the Painted Desert and 
find the scene defined as filled with mad, startling swirls 
of color, like Van Gogh emptying his pockets at the police 
station. Arizona, the birthplace of Route 66, is where you 
can still get your kicks. 
#6952 (Softcover, 96 pages) $13 
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B   ELEVEN HIDDEN OWLS SHIRT 
Can you find all 11 Hidden Owls on this Shirt?  
A challenging puzzle as well as a captivating  
work of art! (100% Cotton) (M, L, XL, 2X, 3X) 
#10301 Long Sleeve T-Shirt $32 
#10302 Short Sleeve T-Shirt $24 
#10303 Children's Short Sleeve (S, M, L, XL) $18  
ALSO AVAILABLE AS A SWEATSHIRT HOODIE! 
#10381 (S, M, L, XL, 2X) $48

A

C

A  AMERICA’S NATIONAL PARKS ON DVD 
Grand Canyon to Denali and beyond — experience America’s National 
Parks, breathtakingly filmed in High Definition! Dennis Burkhart has not 
only filmed every national park during his lifetime, he is the first to film all 
58 parks in High Definition. This incredible series delivers the entirety of 
America’s National Parks! 3 DVDs, over 6 hours! 
#6944  $39 

D  GOOFY OWL FETISH 
He is a Wise Guy! This handsome owl is 
beautifully hand carved from antler.  
#5205  $42

D
C

C  CRAZY CAT SOCKS 
Wild and crazy felines on the loose! 
Cotton/Nylon blend. Machine washable.  
#8523  (Fits sizes 8-11)  $12

$20 OFF + 
FREE SHIPPING  

Purchase of 
$150 or more
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A  TRADITIONAL WEDDING VASE 
A colorful four direction vase with the Zia face. This 
sturdy vase is a version of what tradtional Native couples 
use on their wedding day. Two spouts and one vessel, 
symbolizing two persons with one heart. 
#5653  $99

B    WARM-ME-UP BLANKET WRAPS 
With just a few quick snaps and the pull of a 
zipper, this plush, oversized blanket becomes a 
personal Wrap! The ultimate two-in-one — use as 
a Blanket or wear as a Robe! These are super soft, 
cozy, and warm. (60" x 65")  
(90% Acrylic/10% Polyester)  
#8339 Chimayo Wrap (Blue) $54 
#8340 Anasazi Wrap (Red) $54

C    ENCYCLOPEDIA OF NATIVE AMERICAN TRIBES 
This is a comprehensive reference book that discusses more 
than 150 Indian tribes of North America, as well as prehistoric 
peoples and civilizations. From Abenaki to Zuni, this incredible 
work is organized alphabetically by Indian tribe or group. The 
informative, accessible text summarizes the historical record — 
such as locations, migrations, contacts with non-Indians, wars 
— and includes present-day tribal affairs. This revised edition 
updates tribal histories to the end of the 20th century. The book 
also covers traditional Indian lifeways, including diet, housing, 
transportation, tools, clothing, art, legends, and rituals, as well 
as language families. “....a first-class, accurate, well-illustrated 
reference work.” — American Reference Books Annual  
(250 original color illustrations, 11 color maps). 
#5241 (Softcover, 312 pp., 8.5" x 11")  $29

$20 OFF + 
FREE SHIPPING  

Purchase of 
$150 or more
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A  LAVENDAR GOAT MILK SOAP 
Our natural lavender oil and bud infused goat milk bar 
soap leaves the skin smooth and hydrated. A sprinkle 
of lavender buds helps with grip as well as gently scrub 
and exfoliate for revitalized skin. 
#4010  $11

B  MAGICAL SLEEPY TIME DREAM SPRAY 
Use this aromatic and naturally calming blend of 
lavender oil and natural geothermal waters from the 
well at our farm to spray on the bed, clothes, and body 
for relaxing sleep. 
#4003 (4 oz.) $12

C  FROLICKING DEER LAVENDAR BODY BUTTER 
Rich and luxurious body butter is crafted with beeswax, 
aloe vera, and oils of lavender, sunflower seed, soy 
bean, jojoba seed, and chamomile. Use after a bath 
or shower for lasting skin hydration and the relaxing 
aroma of lavender. 
#4005 (8 oz.) $24

D  THICK & SILKY LAVENDAR CREAM 
A smooth and healthy facial, hand, and body  moisturizing 
cream concocted from a wonderful blend of aloe vera, 
vitamin E, and oils of lavender, sunflower seed, jojoba 
seed, meadowfoam seed, rosemary. Great for nourishing 
and hydrating dry and sensitive skin, and with its quick 
absorbing nature works well under makeup foundations. 
#4004 (8 oz.) $24

E  PURE LAVENDAR OIL 
100% pure oil is distilled from a lavender variety that thrives 
in our high desert climate of New Mexico. It offers a deep, 
rich, sweet aroma perfect for relaxing baths, aroma-therapy, 
perfume, cuts and burns, headaches, anxiety, and to help 
one drift into a wonderfully rejuvenating sleep. Spritz your 
home, closet, bathroom, car, or yourself with the aroma of 
100% pure lavender oil. 
#4008 (1 oz.) $19

E  EMBROIDERED LAVENDAR SACHET 
Fragrant lavender buds with a beautifully embroidered 
lavender motif for the dresser, closet, or car. 
#4011  $10 

Share lavender with our 
embroidered lavender muslin bag 
and 8 oz. of Thick and Silky Cream, 
a 4 oz. Magical Sleepy Dream Time 
spray, a bar of Lavender Soap, and 
a small sachet. 
#4009  $49

A

B

C

D

E

F

FOR THE LOVE OF  
LAVENDAR   
These lovely gifts for mom evoke the fragrant fields  
of lavender and relaxing afternoons at the spa. 

LAVENDAR  
GIFT BAG

$20 OFF + 
FREE SHIPPING  

Purchase of 
$150 or more
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A  PATRIOTIC KITTEN SHIRT 
A sweet and gentle soul wrapped up in the Stars 
and Stripes. Hand-dyed with eco-friendly organic 
inks. Comfortable, pre-shrunk & ready to wear. 
 (100% Cotton) (M, L, XL, 2X, 3X) 
#10435 Long Sleeve T-Shirt  $32 
#10436  Short Sleeve T-Shirt $24 

Get your Independence on  
with these festive and patriotic tees.

FUN TEES FOR  
THE FOURTH

C   INDEPENDENCE EAGLE SHIRT 
These comfortable cotton T-Shirts 
are bursting with patriotism! Each 
high-quality T-Shirt is custom-dyed 
and made of soft, 100% Cotton. 
 (M, L, XL, 2X, 3X) 
#10398 Long Sleeve T-Shirt  $32 
#10399  Short Sleeve T-Shirt $24 

B   PATRIOTIC GOLDEN PUP SHIRT 
This playful puppy is a happy fan of the Red, While 
and Blue!(M, L, XL, 2X, 3X) 
#10449 Long Sleeve T-Shirt  $32 
#10450v   Short Sleeve T-Shirt $24 

A

B

C
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A   THE WOLF ALMANAC: A CELEBRATION OF 
WOLVES AND THEIR WORLD  
By Robert H. Busch. Revised and Updated. This a a great 
work, a splendid guide, and as handy as it is scholarly and 
comprehensive. Considered the best reference on wolves 
of its kind with everything you will ever need to know 
about this noble creature. 
#5285  $29

A

B

C

B   WOLF COUPLE SUNSET SHIRT 
Two beautiful wolves at sunset adorn this Wolf Couple  
T-Shirt. Custom-dyed and made of soft, 100% Organic 
Cotton. (M, L, XL, 2X, 3X) 
#10453 Long Sleeve T-Shirt  $32 
#10454   Short Sleeve T-Shirt $24 

C   LADIES' EBONY & TURQUOISE MOCCASINS 
Crafted one pair at a time by the Huron Indians in  
Quebec, Canada these cozy, comfortable Ladies  
Moccasins feature rich ebony-dyed Leather  
accented with bold, turquoise-colored beads! 
#7146  (Specify Size: 5, 6, 7, 8, 9 or 10)  $76 

 800-504-2723 
SOUTHWESTINDIAN.COM 

SHOP NOW

People have told me they don’t trust 
placing orders online anymore; 
they have too many problems with 
sizing and a hassle having to send 
items back. I put myself in your 
hands and you never let me down 
...Keep up the fantastic job!

Linda Okon, Washington, MI

“

”
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NATIVE FRIENDSHIP BRACELETS 
Hand-woven Bracelets were designed and crafted 
right here at the Southwest Indian Foundation by 
our Native American staff. We started this program 
as a sign of friendship between our people and 
our supporters. Each Friendship Bracelet comes 
with a Sterling Silver feather clasp as a symbol of 
protection.  
A #4001 Native Rope Bracelet $22 
B #4002 Classic Diné Bracelet $22 
C #4003 Navajo Arrow Bracelet $22

A

B

B

C

NATIVE FRIENDSHIP  
BRACELETS 

D

D   JOLIE EMBROIDERED SHIRT 
We took a classic denim look and 
embellished it with stunning floral 
embroidery for an elegant modern 
statement. Even the sleeve cuffs are 
embroidered to tie it all  together.  
The lightweight fabric will keep you 
cool and comfortable. (100% Lyocell) 
#8406 (S-M-L-XL-2X-3X) $74

C   LADIES' EBONY & TURQUOISE MOCCASINS 
Crafted one pair at a time by the Huron Indians in  
Quebec, Canada these cozy, comfortable Ladies  
Moccasins feature rich ebony-dyed Leather  
accented with bold, turquoise-colored beads! 
#7146  (Specify Size: 5, 6, 7, 8, 9 or 10)  $76 

 800-504-2723 
SOUTHWESTINDIAN.COM 

SHOP NOW
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RAINBOW YEI SET
A rainbow of Purple, Orange, and Red Spiny 
Oyster and Blue and Green Turquoise  give this 
set a natural beauty you're sure to love.

BRACELET 
#3302    $149   
Please specify wrist size; 
add $8 for each full size  
over 6.

PENDANT 
#12127  $75  

EARRINGS 
#11137   $75 

RING 
#5605   
(Sizes 6 – 9½)   
$125 

B  EMMA CORAL TUNIC 
Our textured cotton tunic with the Henley 
scooped neckline is a classic for any 
wardrobe. The Emma Coral Tunic features 
classic design details such as pin tucks  
and raised embroidery. Roll the sleeves for an 
added flair with the elegantly printed cuffs! 
(100% Cotton) 
#8331 (S, M, L, XL, 1X, 2X, 3X) $63 

A  JUNGLE PAIN BOTANICAL PAIN THERAPY 
Concentrated blend of natural anti-inflammatory  
and antioxidant oils revered by ancient  
cultures across the planet. Spray this mixture  
of Brazilian copaiba and andiroba, Australian  
eucalyptus, Morrocan argan, Israeli nigella  
seed, meadow foam seed, and peppermint oils  
on sore and over-exerted joints and muscles  
for quick pain relief. 
#4007  $26

A  

B

$20 OFF + 
FREE SHIPPING  

Purchase of 
$150 or more
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Liquid sterling silver strands, as delicate 
as if lifted from a spider’s web, have been 
hand-strung to form these one-of-a-kind 
exquisite pieces. 

LIQUID SILVER 
JEWELRY SET 

A   LIQUID SILVER NECKLACE 
Liquid light! Hand-strung Sterling flow in 
a shimmering cataract of Liquid Silver.  
#372 30” Length $199

B   LIQUID SILVER BRACELET 
Twenty strands of hand-strung Liquid 
Sterling Silver create this arresting wrist-
wrap Bracelet.   
#349 7” Long $49

C   LIQUID SILVER EARRINGS 
Ten liquid Sterling Silver strands, as 
delicate as if lifted from a spider’s web, 
have been hand-strung to form these 
flowing Dangle Earrings.    
#254 2” Long $45

D   RANCHO DE TAOS REVERSIBLE JACKET 
Two classic Jackets in one! The reversible cuff-link style 
button and stand up collar of this timeless style add 
sophistication that can be dressed up or down. The slight 
curves and length of this jacket provide an always flattering 
and comfortable fit. Travel friendly, the Ranchos de Taos 
Jacket doesnt wrinkle and provides two outfits in one as 
it can be reversed for a completely different look. Proudly 
made in America! (36% Rayon, 33% Polyester,  
31% Polypropylene) 
#8372 (S-M-L-XL-2X-3X) $129

B B 

C 
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Handsome teardrop turquoise set, 
made from Kingman turquoise. 
Native American handmade.

TEARDROP 
TURQUOISE  

A  BRACELET 
#3306 $89

B   PENDANT 
#12133  $59

C  EARRINGS  
#11143-ER  $59   

BA

C

C  HISTORY OF TURQUOISE AND MINE MAP 
Detailed Map illustrating Turquoise Mines, locations, and the type 
of stone taken from the Ground. This informative Map comes with a 
History of Turquoise on lovely stock, ready to frame. This educational 
piece reveals the beginnings of how this popular gemstone became 
a favorite of the Native American crafts artisans, and a slice of 
Americana. Sent in a handsome protective tube. 
#6959  $24

C

TEARDROP TURQUOISE  
THREE-PIECE SET 

Bracelet, Pendant & Earrings 
#9618  $195

 800-504-2723 
SOUTHWESTINDIAN.COM 

SHOP NOW
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A  HUMMINGBIRD VASE 
Just in time for Spring! From Navajo artist Paul Lansing, a 
richly detailed hummingbird sipping nectar from a flower with 
intricate geometric patterns on back.  
#5633  (6” x 4.5”)  $149 

A 

C 

D

 B   HUMMINGBIRD  SOCKS 
Beautiful hummingbird socks feature different varieties  
of resting or fluttering hummingbirds on a light lavender 
background. Cotton/nylon blend and machine washable. 
#8528 (Sizes 9–11)  $12

C  A HANDBOOK OF NATIVE AMERICAN HERBS 
This authoritative guide — based on the author’s classic reference 
work, Indian Herbalogy of North America — is a portable illustrated 
companion for the professional  and amateur herbalist alike. It 
provides detailed  descriptions of 125 of the most useful medicinal 
plants commonly found in North America, along with directions for a 
range of uses, remedies  for common ailments, and notes on 
the herbal traditions of other lands.  
#5354  (Softcover, 256 pages)  $19

D   FLAG BEARING EAGLE SHIRT 
Wear our colors proudly with our Flag Bearing 
Eagle T-Shirt (M, L, XL, 2X, 3X) 
#10455 Long Sleeve T-Shirt  $32 
#10456   Short Sleeve T-Shirt $24 

 800-504-2723 
SOUTHWESTINDIAN.COM 

SHOP NOW

$20 OFF + 
FREE SHIPPING  

Purchase of 
$150 or more

B 
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A  BUTTERFLY DREAMCATCHER SHIRT 
A fluttering of wings, pulsations of color — escape 
into the Butterfly Dreamcatcher! (100% Cotton)  
(M, L, XL, 2X, 3X) 
#10287 Long Sleeve T-Shirt $32  
#10288 Short Sleeve T-Shirt $24 
Also Available as a Sweatshirt Hoodie! 
#10382 (S, M, L, XL, 2X) $48

A 

B 

C 

D

B   BUTTERFLY FLORAL SOCKS 
Pretty in shades of pink and lavendar, walk 
in beauty with these lovely Springtime floral 
butterfly socks. 
#8536  Fits Sizes 9-11  $12 
 

 800-504-2723 
SOUTHWESTINDIAN.COM 

SHOP NOW

C  HARVEST MOON ZIP-TOP TOTE 
Striking zip-top bucket tote with Hand-tooled 
golden tan genuine leather, accented with 
leather lacing and a silver floral concho. 
Handbag includes a silver signature keepsake 
and a protective storage bag. Each piece is 
crafted by hand,  
12” x 10” x 4”. Shoulder strap with 11” drop 
#7582  $224

D  HARVEST MOON TRI-FOLD WALLET 
Matching wallet accented with leather lacing and  
a silver floral concho. Full leather inside contains  
a flap for a checkbook, 13 card slots, and  
5 compartments. Back has a zipper coin pocket.  
7.5” x 4” 
#7583  $89

$20 OFF + 
FREE SHIPPING  

Purchase of 
$150 or more
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B  HORSE, FOLLOW CLOSELY: NATIVE AMERICAN 
HORSEMANSHIP 
Horse and rider are one. Theirs is a relationship of 
trust, harmony, and respect born of a way of life that is 
all but lost. One man puts it within our grasp again. In 
this magnificent book, GaWaNi Pony Boy illustrates the 
traditional training methods — methods that are steeped in 
common sense and the age-old wisdom of his ancestors, 
America’s first great horsemen. The stunning full-color 
photographs by renowned European photographer 
Gabrielle Boiselle and the simple eloquence of the text 
takes us back to the days when horse training was not 
merely about getting results but about creating a bond  
for life. An inspiration for riders and a feast for horse 
and Native American culture enthusiasts, Horse, Follow 
Closely: Native American Horsemanship forges a 
relationship with readers that few books can ever  
hope to achieve.   
#5287 (Softcover, 136 pp.,80 color photos) $29 

A  CRIMSON COWL NECK TUNIC 
Crimson Cowl Neck Tunic – Crimson and Black are the dynamic 
duo of this Rayon Lira Knit, topped by an elegant cowl neck. 
Double-edged crossover hem and 3⁄4 sleeve ends, accented with 
contrast stitching. Wonderfully versatile — dress it up with slacks  
or dress it down with leggings or jeans.  
#8295  (S, M, L, XL, 1X, 2X, 3X)  $67

A

B

MERCURY RING AND BRACELET  
The Mercury dime is a depiction of a young Liberty and is one of the 
most collected coins produced through the first half of the twentieth 
century. Inspired by Native American coin jewelry, these fine pieces 
are Sterling Silver and feature exquisite casing around the coin.

C   #3314 Mercury Bracelet (One Size) $79
D    #5707 Mercury Ring (Sizes 6 – 9)  $59 

C D

D  HARVEST MOON TRI-FOLD WALLET 
Matching wallet accented with leather lacing and  
a silver floral concho. Full leather inside contains  
a flap for a checkbook, 13 card slots, and  
5 compartments. Back has a zipper coin pocket.  
7.5” x 4” 
#7583  $89
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A  NAVAJO RUG TUNIC 
The Tree connects three realms of 
existence: the underworld, the terrestrial, 
and the celestial.   Exquisite embroidery 
gives you the quality craftsmanship in this 
wonderfully designed and spiritual Tree of 
Life Tunic. (100% Cotton)  
#8390  (S, M, L, XL, 1X, 2X, 3X)  $79

B  CANYONLANDS THROW BLANKET 
Soft to the touch and providing a warm, 
welcoming embrace, this huge Canyonlands 
Throw Blanket will make a beautiful addition 
to your lodge, retreat, office or home! 
Inspired by traditional Native American 
patterns, this gorgeous blanket and matching 
Canyonlands Pillow are proudly made in 
America! Please Note: These items cannot be 
shipped to a PO Box. 
#2888 (54" Wide x 70" Long) $72  
CANYONLANDS PILLOW  
Matching Eagle Feather Pillow. 
#2891 (10" x 17") $45   
CANYONLANDS THROW  BLANKET & 
TWO PILLOW SET 
#9599  $149  

 800-504-2723 
SOUTHWESTINDIAN.COM 

SHOP NOW
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B
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B  KITTEN SELFIE SHIRT 
These felines are just about the cutest thing you’ve 
ever seen, and eager to get there picture taken.  
(100% Cotton) (M, L, XL, 2X, 3X) 
#10394 Long Sleeve T-Shirt  $32 
#10395  Short Sleeve T-Shirt $24 

A  DOGS SELFIE SHIRT 
These faithful pups are ready for their selfie. Artist 
Howard Robinson has put together all our favorite 
breeds here and created a masterpiece design. Get 
one for yourself and your best friend! 
(100% Cotton) (M, L, XL, 2X, 3X) 
#10429 Long Sleeve T-Shirt  $32 
#10430  Short Sleeve T-Shirt $24 

A

B

 800-504-2723 
SOUTHWESTINDIAN.COM 

SHOP NOW

C  BLONDE JASPER CAT FETISH 
Blonde handsomely carved jasper  
cat with silver necklace. 
#5206  $42

D  BLACK CAT FETISH 
Black marble cat with silver necklace.  
An elegant hand carved sculpture 
#5226  $42

C  

D
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A  NAVAJO SOUL ZIP TOP TOTE 
Created in rich desert tones and finished in a hand  
rubbed turquoise patina, this tote will inspire the 
wandering soul. Multi-colored spots and cut-outs  
revealing layers of leather enhance the vintage design and 
create dimension. Two pockets on the back are both large 
enough to accommodate large cell phones. A matching 
wallet is available to complete the look. Each handbag 
features cotton lining, an interior zip pocket, interior 
accessory pouches, and also includes a protective storage 
bag. 100% genuine full grain leather. 13" x 10.5" x 4.5" 
with 12.5" shoulder strap drop.   
#7573  $228

A

B

B  NAVAJO SOUL WALLET 
Matching tri-fold wallet has spring snap closure, back zipper  
coin pocket, 13 card slots, flap for a checkbook, and  
5 compartments. 7.5" x 4".   
#7400  $89

C  CAROLINA LONG SHIRT 
Our beautifully embroidered top is an elegant spin on a classic 
button down shirt. Sleeves can roll up with tabs to adapt to 
warmer weather. The modest hemline provides stylish coverage. 
Choose Teal or Taupe. (Woven Base: 100% Rayon/ Knit Base: 
97% Cotton 3% Spandex)  (S-M-L-XL-2X-3X)   
#8403 (Teal) $69 
#8404 (Taupe) $69

C

D

 800-504-2723 
SOUTHWESTINDIAN.COM 

SHOP NOW

D  ROUGH CROSS EARRINGS 
Each cross is hand designed 
with a unique pressed pattern 
dangling below a bright 
turqoise stone. Stylish and 
simply gorgeous. 
#11157  $56
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B   THREE CAT SOCKS 
These felines are just about the cutest thing 
you’ve ever seen, and eager to get there 
picture taken. (100% Cotton) (M, L, XL, 2X, 
3X) 
#8514 (Fits sizes 8-11) $12

A  CAT’S CRADLE SHIRT  
Folks are sure to do a double take when they see 
you wearing this incredibly realistic Cat’s Cradle 
Shirt! (100% Cotton) (M, L, XL, 2X, 3X) 
#10211  Long Sleeve T-Shirt  $32 
#10212  Short Sleeve T-Shirt $24 
#10213  Children's Short Sleeve (S, M, L, XL)  $18

C   ENCYCLOPEDIA OF NATIVE MUSIC 
Want the word on Rita Coolidge? Looking for the best 
PowWow recordings? Wondering what else Jim Pepper 
cut besides "Witchi Tai To"? This book will answer those 
questions and more as it opens up the world of Native 
American Music. Brian Wright-McLeod, producer/host  
of Canada's longest running Native Radio program, has  
gathered the musicians and their music into this comp-
rehensive reference, an authoritative source for biographies 
and discographies of hundreds of Native artists. 
#1910W (435 pages)  $27  NOW $19

C 

D

B 

A

D   HUMMINGBIRD FETISH 
Contemplative handsome hummer taking a brief rest.  
Carved from green serpentine with piercing turquoise eyes. 
#5207  $49

$20 OFF + 
FREE SHIPPING  

Purchase of 
$150 or more
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A  ZIA QUAIL 
Cover your Cuvee with this handsome 
Picasso Marble Zia Quail. 
#5221  $69

C  DENIM SWIRL JACKET  
Absolutely breathtaking blue denim 
jacket with green swirl embroidery 
on front and cuffs with contrasting 
green corduroy on the sides. Six 
unique and decorative buttons,  
two front pockets and a standing 
collar. This stylish jacket will complete 
any outfit. 
#8389   
(S, M, L, XL, 1X, 2X, 3X)   
$110

A

B

C

B  DENIM SWIRL VEST 
Casually elegant blue denim vest with blue 
swirl embroidery on front with contrasting 
blue corduroy on the sides. Six decorative 
buttons and two front pockets. The perfect 
complement to any outfit! 
#8388  (S, M, L, XL, 1X, 2X, 3X)  $99

 800-504-2723 
SOUTHWESTINDIAN.COM 

SHOP NOW
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A  SONGBIRD SILHOUETTE JACKET 
Two stylish Jackets in one! The reversible cuff-link style 
button and stand up collar of this timeless style add 
sophistication that can be dressed up or down. The slight 
curves and length of this jacket provide an always flattering 
and comfortable fit. Travel friendly, the Songbird Silhouette 
Jacket doesn’t wrinkle and provides two outfits in one as 
it can be reversed for a completely different look. Proudly 
made in America! (36% Rayon, 33% Polyester,  
31% Polypropylene)  
#8408 (S-M-L-XL-2X-3X) $129

A

B

C

B   BLANKET WEAVING OF THE SOUTHWEST 
Joe Ben Wheat's years of research resulted in a masterful 
classification scheme for southwestern textiles--and a book 
that establishes an essential baseline for understanding craft 
production. Nearly completed before Wheat's death, Blanket 
Weaving in the Southwest describes the evolution of southwestern 
textiles from the early historic period to the late nineteenth century, 
establishes a revised chronology for their development, and traces 
significant changes in materials, techniques, and designs.  
#1909W (435 pages)  $75  NOW $45

 800-504-2723 
SOUTHWESTINDIAN.COM 

SHOP NOW

C   CAT JAMBOREE BLANKET 
A multitude of different cat breeds are 
represented in this animated Cat Jamboree 
Blanket! Blanket is made of 100% Cotton, 
ensuring vibrant colors and a rich, comfortable 
feel. Proudly woven in America using advanced 
Jacquard weaving techniques, producing a depth 
and texture not found in traditional home decor.  
#2913 (54" Wide x 70" Long) $72

$20 OFF + 
FREE SHIPPING  

Purchase of 
$150 or more
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by TONY HILLERMAN 

TONY HILLERMAN 

Three hard-cover mysteries from New Mexico’s 
foremost novelist, Tony Hillerman. The three-
in-one volume The Lt. Joe Leaphorn Mysteries: 
The Blessing Way, Dance Hall of the Dead, 
Listening Woman is a Hillerman classic.

The Blessing Way was the first book in an amazingly popular series. 
In The Blessing Way, Joe Leaphorn doesn’t get much of the spotlight, 
but Hillerman would turn him into a wise and clever solver of strange 
mysteries often involving witchcraft and other arcane business. It would 
demand Leaphorn’s knowledge of traditional Navajo ways to provide a 
key to unlock these puzzles.
Dance Hall of the Dead, featuring a machete wielding Zuni kachina, 
is Tony Hillerman’s most violent and bloody mystery novel.  Navajo 
Police Lieutenant Joe Leaphorn jumps full-blown from the pages as he 
pursues a truly blood-curdling monster through the darkness of the 
Zuni Reservation back country. The climax of the mystery comes during 
the great annual Zuni ceremonial, Shalako, held at the winter solstice.  
Listening Woman takes it title from a blind medicine woman, Margaret 
Cigaret, who has special powers.  She uses a kind of divination to 
diagnose a patient named Hosteen Tso.  He tells a jumbled tale of 
witches, caves and sand paintings that makes no sense to the old 
woman.  This is the third solo outing for Joe Leaphorn and Ernest 
Franklin’s drawings capture all of the action and suspense—with a few 
fearful shivers. Peter MacDonald, once Chairman of the Navajo Tribe, 
provides an excellent introduction.

Set of 3 Hillerman Books 
#9607  Only $59  

#2055 The Blessing Way, Hard Cover $24   
#2073 Dance Hall of the Dead, Hard Cover $24  
#2077 Listening Woman, Hard Cover $24 

A tremendous advocate for the  
Native Peoples of the Southwest and 
one of the greatest mystery writers!
Last Hard-Bound Books in Circulation!

SPECIAL DEAL  ALL 3 BOOKS!

 D  ROADRUNNER IN HIGHTOPS 
So that’s how Roadrunners move so fast — it’s the 
hightop sneakers! Navajo artist, Chandler Begaye, 
is the creator of this whimsical, hand-carved and 
hand-painted folk art Roadrunner. Better catch 
him before he disappears!  
#5621  (Approx. 7" Long)  $45

TONY HILLERMAN MYSTERIES ON DVD  
Originally presented on the PBS MYSTERY! series, 
now you can own these thrillers on DVD. Navajo 
sleuths Joe Leaphorn, played by Wes Studi and Jim 
Chee, played by Adam Beach  team up to solve three 
different murder mysteries based on the best-selling 
novels of Tony Hillerman. 

A    A THIEF OF TIME An archaeologist turned pottery 
poacher thinks she has cracked the secret of the 
vanished Anasazi culture, when she herself vanishes. 
#6927 (90 min.) $29

B   SKINWALKERS  Leaphorn and Chee investigate  
the murder of a medicine man who has left a partially 
completed pictograph at the crime scene.   
#6925 (97 min.) $29

C    COYOTE WAITS Leaphorn and Chee are 
summoned to the scene of a cop killing, where 
a drunken Navajo shaman is holding the murder 
weapon.  
#6926 (107 min.) $29

    #6928 All 3 Tony Hillerman DVD Mysteries $79

A

C

D

B
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SWIF Announces  
Construction of Route 66  

Skatepark  in Gallup

FORGOTTEN AMERICANS SKATEPARK 

We are proud to announce that the Route 66  
Skatepark will become a reality this Juky. Our  
whole community is excited, is almost complete!  
Thanks to you, we have accumulated enough  
resources to build the park. 

We are honored that Tony Hawk, and his Foundation  
is a major contributor to this project. The Tony Hawk 
Foundation not only donated resources, but Tony  
himself worked with the architect to come up with  
the final design.

KIDS DESERVE A PLACE TO GROW
Skateparks build and sustain healthy communities.  
As a gathering place for dedicated, athletic youth, the 
skatepark provides the forum for visitors young and old, 
beginning and skilled, to meet and share experiences.  
For many skateboarding youth, the skatepark becomes a 
home-away-from-home. 

Faithful supporters like you are essential for 
projects like this, and we thank you for your 
generous donations. The Skatepark will make  
an immediate difference in the lives our youth. 
Our people will be eternally grateful.

The process of getting a 
park teaches kids in the 
community valuable lessons  
about perseverance, and that 
working with their city leaders 
can be a positive experience.

Tony Hawk

“

“
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A  SLEEPING DESERT 
A meditative and reflective musical journey inspired by the peace and tranquility in the 
Southwest Native American Deserts. A #1 Bestseller for nearly 14 years! 
#9028  $17

B  UNDER THE DESERT SKIES, MUSICAL VISIONS OF THE SOUTHWEST 
John Huling uses a variety of exotic Native American flutes, drums and other instruments 
to melodically and beautifully portray the “true spirit” of the Desert Southwest Spiritlands.  
#8993  $17

C   SOUTHWEST PASSAGES 
Southwest Passages takes you on a musical journey into the Southwest Native American 
Deserts. Native American Flutes, Drum beats and other world instruments melodically 
portray the beauty and grandeur of this vast area of the Southwest United States. 
#9027  $17

D  WINTER SOLSTICE, SOUTHWEST MEDITATIONS 
Native American Flute – Over 60 minutes of contemplative and peaceful musical stories 
for healing the heart, mind and spirit are on this CD. 
#9038   $17

E  WINTER SOLSTICE, SOUTHWEST MEDITATIONS 
Native American Flute – Over 60 minutes of contemplative and peaceful musical stories 
for healing the heart, mind and spirit are on this CD. 
#9038   $17

F  NORTH STAR MEDITATIONS, MUSIC FOR HEALING THE SPIRIT 
North Star Meditations is a special collection of soft, gentle, meditative favorites that will 
lift and heal your spirit this Christmas season and year-round. John Hurling’s flute music 
is inspired by the Southwest Desert Plateaus of the Four Corners Area. 
#1864C  $17

A B

C

D

E

F

MEDITATIONS CDs BY JOHN HULING 
John Huling is a true authentic Troubadour. His music is spiritually stirring, and has a 
unique healing quality. Many have remarked that listening to John puts them in a peaceful 
place, even when they are in pain. We are proud to announce that we have been partners 
with John for 25 years. More importantly, John Huling has been a great friend. He and his 
wife Joni are presently suffering some medical problems. In honour of our friendship, and 
our 25 year bond, we are bringing to you at a reduced price anniversary sets.

PLATEAU OF DREAMS 
NORTH STAR MEDITATIONS 

WINTER SOLSTICE 

#9626  ONLY $45

SET OF 3 SET OF 3
UNDER THE DESERT SKIES 

SOUTHWEST PASSAGES  
 SLEEPING DESERT

#9627  ONLY $42
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$20 OFF + 
FREE SHIPPING  

Purchase of 
$150 or more

C  LADIES’ CROSS CONCHO CUFF BRACELET  
The Ladies’ hand-tooled cuff bracelet makes a bold 
statement. Distressed charcoal brown leather is accented 
with decorative cross conchos, smooth spots, and  
antiqued spots. Snap closure has two size options.  
Each piece is constructed by hand. 
#7585  (One Size)  $45

D  TIN WALL CROSS 
Grace any room in your home with  
this 12” wall cross. Hand designed in  
a unique old-world pattern with  
stylized flower decoration.   
9” x 12”. 
#8571  $48

A   WHITE MARBLE SHEEP 
Hand-carved with turquoise 
eyes. 
#5216   $39    

B  BLACK MARBLE SHEEP 
Hand-carved with turquoise 
eyes. 
#5215   $39 

 800-504-2723 
SOUTHWESTINDIAN.COM 

SHOP NOW
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Thanks to Your Generosity, SWIF Is Providing 

                  Homes for the Homeless
The late Mother Theresa coined the phrase "serving the poorest 
of the poor", and we usually think of Third World Conditions like 
those found in Calcutta.  Yet surprisingly, in the United States, and 
too often on our Reservations, incredible poverty still exists. In 
addition to the inadequate housing described here; the problems 
of the elderly, the infirm, the sick, the disabled, and the deserted 
compound to make an already desperate situation even worse.

These are the people the Southwest Indian Foundation serves. Not 
only is adequate housing nearly impossible to find, but also these 
extenuating circumstances can make housing indeed impossible to 
acquire.

THE NEED 
Former President Kelsey Begay of the Navajo Nation has stated 
that the Navajo Reservation is 20,000 housing units short of actual 
capacity. Our challenge is to help provide safe and decent housing 
to those families  and individuals that would have no way of 
obtaining a home without outside assistance. SWIF is concentrating 
on the most dire cases -- essentially the "poorest of the poor".

SO MANY PARTNERS  
The Southwest Indian Foundation Housing Project has continued 
to expand for the last ten years. Our first new homes were built at 
the Air Force Academy in 1998. SWIF has established partnerships 
with numerous public and private organizations and agencies over 
the past few years in a coalition that includes the United States Air 
Force Academy,  Department of Veteran Affairs, Navajo Housing 
Authority and SWIF's own Navajo work force. This is a collaborative 
effort with multiple benefits that has resulted in 236 houses being 
built for 236 homeless families in the past 12 years.

When the SWIF was awarded a $250,000 grant from the Veteran's 
Administration to help provide a manufacturing facility to build 
homes 12 months out of the year, and the program was up and 
running, a top official of the VA visited us from Washington, D.C. 
who said, "Everyone calls their program a "new paradigm"—it has 
almost become a catch phrase—few programs actually are—your 
program is indeed a new paradigm".

Be a Miracle in someone's life. Remember, when you 
order something from our catalog you are not just 
buying wonderful  and unique gifts—you are actually 
changing lives! 

A large percentage of homes on the Navajo Reservation are 
with dirt floors, without indoor plumbing or electricity, and 
many with gaping cracks in the walls with no insulation. 
These lapboard “shacks” are “Third World” dwellings 
right here in the Southwest United States. 

SWIF work crews insulate and weatherize old homes, provide 
cooking and heating stoves, replacing and adding new durable 
materials.  We also provide handicap ramps.

In 1999 we were able to procure a large manufacturing warehouse  
in Gallup, New Mexico where we build homes year round, and 
deliver them when the weather and the roads permit.
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Thanks to Your Generosity, SWIF Is Providing 

                  Homes for the Homeless
A
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A    BLACK WHALE 
Smooth hand-carved 
from black marble with 
mother of pearl. 
#5222  $42

B    ZUNI OLLA MAIDEN 
Zuni Fetish hand-carved 
from exquisite antler 
with striking turquoise 
and coral.       
#5213  $69

C    BLUE BEAR FETISH 
Blue bear fetish hand-
carved from sodalite 
with double silver  
heartline. A powerful 
symbol. 
#5212  $52

D  HOWLING COYOTE 
Black marble with 
striking turquoise eyes. 
#5225   $38

E    WHITE BUFFALO 
White marble sculpture 
with turquoise eyes.    
#5218   $42

F   TAOS VALLEY REVERSIBLE JACKET 
Two classic Jackets in one! The reversible cuff-link style button 
and stand up collar of this timeless style add sophistication 
that can be dressed up or down. The slight curves and length 
of this jacket provide an always flattering and comfortable 
fit. Travel friendly, the Ranchos de Taos Jacket doesnt wrinkle 
and provides two outfits in one as it can be reversed for a 
completely different look. Proudlymade in America! 
(36% Rayon, 33% Polyester, 31% Polypropylene).  
#8409 (S-M-L-XL-2X-3X) $129

 800-504-2723 
SOUTHWESTINDIAN.COM 

SHOP NOW

$20 OFF + 
FREE SHIPPING  

Purchase of 
$150 or more
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YOUR TIME  
TO SHINE

Stunning Sterling Silver with  
Turquoise  jewelry. The slight cuts  

make the Silver shine like  
diamonds!

D  TEAL THREE-PIECE SET  
This elegant ensemble is hand-batiked in tones of teal 
with a touch of gold. Unconstructed, fringed sarong-
jacket tops solid teal, long sleeve, scoop neck top. 
Easy elastic waist skirt with kick pleat; about 36" long. 
Hand-washable 100% rayon; batik pattern and color 
may vary slightly. Please Note: Belt is not included. 
#4085  S (6-8), M (10-12), L (12-14),  
XL (14-16), 1X (18-20),  
2X (22-24), 3X (24-26)  $119

D

A  SILVER & TURQUOISE TASSEL NECKLACE 
Natural Turquoise and with textural, light-catching 
diamond cut Silver beads and 3.5” tassel.   
#12143  36” Length  $239

B  SILVER & TURQUOISE BRACELET 
#3313  7” with 1” Clasp $62

C  SILVER & TURQUOISE DANGLE EARRINGS 
#11152  $36

 800-504-2723 
SOUTHWESTINDIAN.COM 

SHOP NOW
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Southwest Folk Art, 
originating right here— 

in New Mexico. 

 800-504-2723 
SOUTHWESTINDIAN.COM 

SHOP NOW

 
Lovely hand-crafted and hand-painted 
patriotic chickens for year round or 
holiday decor. 

B  LARGE STANDING CHICKEN 
#1900C   $59

C  LARGE SITTING CHICKEN 
#1901C   $58

D  SMALL STANDING CHICKEN 
#1902C   $35

E  SMALL SITTING CHICKEN 
#1903C   $29

ONE DAY AT A TIME
For nearly two decades, Southwest Indian 
Foundation has been the primary funding 
source for the Day At A Time facility located 
in Ft. Defiance, Arizona. Day At A Time 
was established to assist residents of 
the Navajo Nation suffering from alcohol 
and substance abuse addictions. DAAT 
works with individuals, families, and 
the community to provide education in 
a variety of areas including alcohol and 
substance abuse, domestic violence, 
stress management, relationships, and 
communication. Currently, DAAT hosts 15 
meetings per week — more than any other 
abuse facility on the Navajo Reservation.

A  EYEGLASS HOLDER 
Keep your glasses at hand with our 
fashionable eyeglass chain strung 
with coral and turquoise stones 
and brown shell beads.  
#12139  $46

A
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A  LADY LACE MULTI-COMPARTMENT TOTE 
Multi-Compartment organizer tote with 2 side-open pockets 
and a back zipper pocket. Main compartment has flap with 
snap closure, and second compartment has zipper closure. 
Each handbag includes a silver signature keepsake.  
12” x 9.5” x 4.5”. Shoulder strap with 11” drop. 
 #7566  $248

B  LADY LACE ZIP-TOP EVERYDAY HOBO 
Inside has zipper compartment and open pouches. 
 Includes a silver signature keepsake.   9.5” x 8” x 4.5”.   
Adjustable shoulder strap. 
#7569  $219

C  LADY LACE TRI-FOLD WALLET 
Full leather inside contains a flap for a checkbook,  
13 card slots, and 5 compartments. Back has  
a zipper coin pocket. 7.5” x 4” 
#7567  $98

A
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LADY LACE  
Gorgeous bags with hand-tooled antique 

brown genuine leather, turquoise leather inlay  
accents and silver spot designs,  

Each piece features a floral silver concho.  
Made by hand, one at a time.

E  GREAT SPEECHES BY NATIVE AMERICANS 
Remarkable for their eloquence, depth of feeling, and 
oratorical mastery, these 82 compelling speeches encompass 
five centuries of Indian encounters with nonindigenous people. 
These addresses are deeply moving documents that offer a 
window into the hearts and minds of Native Americans as they 
struggled against the overwhelming tide of European and 
American encroachment. This edition, with informative notes 
about each speech and orator, will prove indispensable to 
anyone interested in Native American history and culture. 
#6955  (Paperback)  $12

D  LEOPARD MARBLE BISON 
Beautiful marble sculpture with  
turquoise eyes and antlers.  
#5219  $79
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A  THE GROWLING GRIZZLY OPEN POT 
Unique and remarkable hand carved and painted 
by Paul Lansing. A true one-of-a-kind work of art. 
4.5” x 6.5” 
#5649   $195

A

B  THIRTEEN HIDDEN BLACK BEARS SHIRT 
Can you find all 13 Hidden Black Bears on this  
Shirt? A challenging puzzle as well as a beautiful  
work of art! (100% Cotton) (M, L, XL, 2X, 3X) 
#10263  Long Sleeve T-Shirt  $32 
#10264  Short Sleeve T-Shirt  $24 
#10265  Children's Short Sleeve (S, M, L, XL)  $18

B

C

C    ZUNI BEAR WITH FISH & CUB 
Mother and cub stick together! 
Hand-carved from fish rock and green 
serpentine with turquoise. 
#5214  $89

THE SOUTHWEST INDIAN FOUNDATION  
50TH ANNIVERSARY CELEBRATION

We hope to have a nice Grand Opening of our Route 66 Skate 
Park this July with Tony Hawks. There will be a number of 

physical activities and events through the summer months, and 
we plan to sponsor a tough mudder run, a 10K run, the Squash 
Blossom half marathon and Mountain Bike Race, and Softball 

and Basketball Tournaments. This fitness series will be combined 
with an educational wellness campaign to combat drugs, alcohol 

and diabetes, enforcing the idea of good health diet and life 
style. We will keep dates posted on our website.
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SHOP NOW

A   ZUNI BEAR PENDANT 
Lovely Zia bear made of mother of 
pearl, black marble, turquoise and 
coral. A stunning authentic fetish.   
#5223  $42

C  HOPI MAIDEN ANTLER FETISH 
Incredible hand-carved antler piece of a maiden 
Hopi beaded ornamentation. Lovely accents  
and fine detail. 
#5210   $129

D  CARNATION KNEE SOCKS 
These multi-colored knee socks are unmatched 
both in design and quality! Warm and colorful and 
eco-friendly: these unique socks are knit entirely 
from recycled yarn right here in America!  
(Women’s Small: 6-8, Med: 8-10, Large: 10-12) 
#8548  $27

B  EYEGLASS HOLDER 
Strung with stylish turquoise stones and brown 
shell beads, you will express your creativity with 
this fine eyeglass chain. 
#12138  $56 

$20 OFF + 
FREE SHIPPING  

Purchase of 
$150 or more

A 

D

B 

C

C
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C  YEI HEAD WALKING STICK 
A beautiful hand carved an colourful walking stick.  Walk in beauty with 
a Yei dancer — you will be the most fashionable stroller. This stick is an 
incredible work of art. Also suitable as a cane and a protective device. 
#5643 $200

D  YEI LONGHAIR KACHINA 
Hand carved and painted in bright, vibrant colors. Perfect to keep you 
company when sitting at your desk or as a unique sculpture to display  
on your shelf. 
#5648   $32 
  
 

A LEATHER CONCHO CUFF BRACELET 
Striking golden tan leather bracelet is accented with a 

large decorative concho with a turquoise stone center, 
mini flower conchos, and turquoise and silver 

spots.  Snap closure has two size options. 
#7562  (One Size)  $45

B  PINK PIG FETISH 
  Whimsical pig hand-carved from 
         dolomite with turquoise eyes.  
              #5203  $49

$20 OFF + 
FREE SHIPPING  

Purchase of 
$150 or more

B 

C
D

A 
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$150  OR MORE 

NAVAJO  
RUG POTTERY 
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4TH OF  
JULY FUN 
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MIDNIGHT BLUE  
COLLECTION 
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A CORNUCOPIA 
OF NEW 

PRODUCTS!


